
 

 
 

Directions to Bouchon: 
 
From the Venetian Tower Elevator Lobby: 
Take any set of elevators to the 10th floor.  The Tower Bridge (walkway from Venetian to 
Venezia Towers) is closest to the 17-28 elevator bank.  Cross the bridge, and Bouchon will 
be straight ahead. 
 
From the Front Door Valet: 
Enter hotel, through the lobby toward the front desk.  On the Right side of the desk there 
is a doorway with a sign that reads "Venezia Tower - Bouchon," enter the elevator room.  
Take the elevator to the Lobby level.  (The button in the elevator reads "Lobby.")  Exit 
elevator to the Left, pass through the Venezia lobby, and continue down the hall.  
Bouchon will be on your Right 
 
From the Convention Rooms: 
Take escalator to Casino Level.  Walk passed “Restaurant Row” toward the Casino Floor.  
Veer LEFT, pass the main Casino Cage and Grand Lux Café.  Follow signs: "Hotel 
Registration/Venezia” toward the doorway labeled "Venezia Tower - Bouchon," which leads 
to the elevator room.  Take the elevator the Venezia Lobby level.  (The button in the 
elevator reads "Lobby.")  Exit elevator to the Left, pass through the lobby, and continue 
down the hall.  Bouchon will be on your Right. 
 
From the Casino Floor, in General: 
Follow signs reading:  "Bouchon/Venezia Tower/Front Desk/Lobby/Valet Pickup 
Registration" and follow the Great Hall.  Go left of the fountain, and pass through the 
hotel lobby toward the doorway labeled "Venezia Tower - Bouchon," which leads to the 
elevators.  Take the elevator to the "Lobby" level.  (The button in the elevator reads 
"Lobby.")  Exit elevator to the Left, pass through the lobby, and continue down the hall.  
Bouchon will be on your Right. 
 
From Venetian Self-Park or Garage Valet: 
From the third floor, take either of the last set of elevators, labeled "Venezia" to the Lobby 
level.  (The button in the elevator reads "Lobby.")  Exit elevator room to the Left and 
Bouchon will be ahead of you. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
From Grand Canal Shoppe’s Escalator near Tao/Las Vegas Blvd.: 
Take the nearest escalator to Casino Floor.  Follow signs toward the Right to the Great 
Hall.  Go left of the fountain, and pass through the hotel lobby toward the doorway 
labeled "Venezia Tower - Bouchon," which leads to the elevators.  Take the elevator the 
"Lobby" level.  (The button in the elevator reads "Lobby.")  Exit elevator to the Left, pass 
through the lobby, and continue down the hall.  Bouchon will be on your Right. 
 
From Grand Canal Shoppe’s Escalator near St. Mark's Square: 
Take escalator past Café Press towards Casino.  You will see "Aquaknox," follow the Left 
hallway toward the Casino Floor.  Follow signs: "Hotel Registration/Lobby/Venezia."  Take 
Left path, following signs "Hotel Registration/Guggenheim" slightly left toward the Great 
Hall.  You will walk down the hall to the left of the fountain, and pass through the hotel 
lobby toward the doorway labeled "Venezia Tower - Bouchon," which leads to the 
elevators.  Take the elevator the Lobby level.  (The button in the elevator reads "Lobby.")  
Exit elevator to the Left, pass through the lobby, and continue down the hall.  Bouchon 
will be on your Right. 
 
From Grand Canal Shoppe’s at Food Court and Scetchers Store: 
Take nearest escalator (by "Coffee Bean" and "International News") down to the Casino 
level (you will be near "Grand Lux Cafe").  Follow signs, keeping toward the left, for "Front 
Desk " and up to the Great Hall.  You will walk down the hall to the left of the fountain, 
and pass through the hotel lobby toward the doorway labeled "Venezia Tower - Bouchon," 
which leads to the elevators.  Take the elevator on the lobby" level.  (The button in the 
elevator reads "Lobby.")  Exit elevator to the Left, pass through the lobby, and continue 
down the hall.  Bouchon will be on your Right. 
 
From the Palazzo: 
Follow the signs “to Venetian”, pass the main entrance by the water fountain.  Walk 
passed “Restaurant Row” toward the Casino Floor.  Veer LEFT, pass the main Casino Cage 
and Grand Lux Café.  Follow signs: "Hotel Registration/Venezia” toward the doorway 
labeled "Venezia Tower - Bouchon," which leads to the elevator room.  Take the elevator 
the Venezia Lobby level.  (The button in the elevator reads "Lobby.")  Exit elevator to the 
Left, pass through the lobby, and continue down the hall.  Bouchon will be on your Right. 
 


